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Herr created the site two years ago after witnessing the large community 
of genderqueers and transmen in her Brooklyn neighborhood. In an effort to 
bridge what she refers to as the “transgenerational divide,” Herr began researching 
the topic of gender non-conformity. “Conversations on this topic are traditionally 
rife with controversy, often doing more harm than good. DapperQ was born 
when it occurred to me that style might be a neutral ground upon which we 
could build solidarity,” says Herr.

She coined the term dapperQ “to describe those of us who challenge societal 
norms when we don menswear. It’s shorthand for a wide spectrum of folks 
who B. Cole, of the Brown Boi Project, has eloquently dubbed ‘masculine of 
center.’ Being dapperQ is an intensely unique experience…I can’t speak for 
others but I can say I don’t do it to make a point. It’s not cross-dressing. Me in 
a dress is cross-dressing.”

In addition to promoting the sexy and debonair dapperQ style, Herr has a 
deeper agenda: to help her readers live a more authentic life. To illustrate what 
that means, Herr shares a story. “A mother reached out for advice about how 
she might support her gender nonconforming daughter in dressing to attend 
a formal wedding in the South. After exploring many options, she eventu-
ally wore a tux shirt and cufflinks from my wedding. To my mind, what was 
most important was not that folks approve of her fashion choices but that they 
recognize those choices as both thoughtful and intentional. That’s the goal of 
dapperQ, writ large.”

fine
and

By Rachel Shatto 
Photos by Leslie Van Stelten

T ransgressing 
menswear  
with dapperQ.

 o be a fashion trendsetter you can’t be afraid to 
be daring, to subvert the expected and to claim a 
style identity that is new and unique. No one knows 
that better than Susan Herr, founder (she prefers 

transgressor-in-chief) of dapperQ, a website dedicated to 
reclaiming an aesthetic that was previously the privilege of 
cis-men alone: the dapper dandy.

dandy
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Own It
Name: Avni Jade 
Age: Old enough to know better,  
young enough to still do it! 
Occupation: Digital Photograph  
Media Processer
Outfit: Leather jacket by Diesel, pea 
coat by Guess, denim jacket by FCUK, 
tuxedo shirt by Brooks Brothers, black 
shirt by Diesel (Avni tore off sleeves), 
suspenders, scarf, tie and sunglasses by 
unknown designer (closet finds), belt by 
Diesel, shoes by FCUK, watch by Guess 
Theme Song: “Main Hoon Don” by Shaan

Herr’s mission is also expressed through dapperQ’s 
He Said/We Said project—of which this accompany-
ing pictorial is part. Spearheaded by dapperQ features 
editor Juanita Erb, He Said/We Said showcases real 
world dapperQs in their interpretation of high fashion 
menswear. “Each edition features a different inspiration, 
photographer and group of models in order to celebrate 
diversity in our community and examine fashion as a 
cultural construct.” 

The idea for the project occurred to Erb as she became 
increasingly frustrated by the lack of menswear options 
for her partner. “I kept seeing outfits and thinking, ‘That 
would look great on my partner’ or ‘Our readers would 
love this.’ The only problem is I couldn’t just recommend 
these outfits to our readers ‘as is’ because most menswear 
is not made to fit dapperQ bodies,” says Erb, adding, “yet, 
fashionable dapperQs are able to pull off similar styles 
as well as, if not better than, some of the zine models. 
So, I put our models to the challenge by giving them 
an image of a menswear ensemble and asking them 
how they are able to recreate the look with their own 
personal twists.” 

Unlike a traditional photo shoot, the dapperQ models 
arrive in their own clothes and accessories. This makes 
for an eclectic and chic mix, promoting diversity, 
which is very important to Erb. “In general, my goal 
for the feature, and Susan’s overall goal for the site, 
is to avoid featuring the same people over and over. 
Our community is sometimes guilty of knowingly or 
unknowingly recreating the same hierarchies, divisions, 
biases, preferences and unattainable expectations that 
are perpetuated in society at large. We want to break 
through those barriers by giving everyone a voice—all 
shapes, sizes, races, ethnicities, ages and gender presen-
tations are welcome.” 

This message is shared by Herr. Ask her who she 
wants to reach and her answer is broad: “Those who 
transgress men’s fashion, be they in suburbs, big cities 
or small towns. I especially hope dapperQ provides 
comfort to youngsters growing up in places where such 
difference is scorned rather than celebrated. But I also 
hope that visibility projects like He Said/We Said 
serve as one building block in what will eventually be a 
mainstream appreciation for this aesthetic.” 

As with the best fashion, today’s transgressions 
provide tomorrow’s style. “Twenty years from now 
our choices may be expanded,” says Herr. “Until then, 
I think dapperQs will have to blaze their own fashion 
paths with inspiration from our peers and the support 
of good tailors.” (dapperq.com) n 
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Vintage Vixen
Name: Laura Desiree

Occupation: Fashion by day, nightlife by night
Outfit: Shirt by Ann Demeulemeester,  
opera gloves by WhatKatieDid.com,  
boots by Frye, tailored leather pants,  
vest, and reclaimed fur are vintage 
Theme Song: “Stray Cat Strut” by The Stray Cats  

 

Classic Dcubed3

Name: Hana Tojo 

Age: 28

Occupation: Private Chef
Outfit: Hat by H&M,  
clothes are vintage 

Theme Song: “I’ve Got the World 
on a String” by Frank Sinatra

Faux Undercover
Name: Amos Mac  

Occupation: Photographer; Editor; Writer; 

Publisher of Original Plumbing magazine  

and Translady Fanzine 
Outfit: Trench coat by Topman, military jacket 
by H&M, scarf found at a sidewalk sale in  
San Francisco, jeans by Topman, boots  
by Frye, shirt by UNIQLO
Theme Song: “Silent Night” by Klaus Nomi

Urban Dirty Preppy
Name: Jack Elliot  
Age: 39
Occupation: Writer/Producer
Outfit: Hawkins McGill shirt 
by Urban Outfitters, tie by 
Stringbeans, jeans by Levi’s,  
hat is a hand-me-down,  
glasses by Sol Moscot 
Theme Song: “People Are People” 
by Depeche Mode



Daft Punk
Name: Drea Breton 
Age: Legal 
Occupation: Musician and DJ 
Outfit: Jacket by Mystic, white button-
down shirt by Hart Schaffner Marx, faux 
fur vest by BB Dakota, bowtie from thrift 
shop, underwear by Emporio Armani, 
sunglasses by Dolce & Gabbana, necklace 
from flea market, studded belt by Vans, 
skull and crossbones buckle/bottle opener 
from Chinatown, boots by Steve Madden
Theme Song: “Genesis” by Justice
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